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Test methods: one of 
the most promising 

approaches

Global 
magnetoconvection 

simulations (GMSCs): 
slightly disappointing 

general  status

Benchmark for 
complex systems 

still missing

Laboratories 
to understand 
the dynamo 

mechanism(s)

Attempted here for two very different GMCSs



The global magnetoconvection modelling framework
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Spherical grid, discretize 
a convective envelope 

Fill it with a stratified fluid

Heat if from below 
and cool from the top

Make it rotate

Convection

Turbulence

Differential rotation

Meridional flow

Dynamo action

All models have to use orders of 
magnitude too high viscosities

TAR STARS

Input Output

Self-consistent

Uncontrollable



Recent major breakthrough: Solar-like dynamos
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Other early oscillatory solutions: Ghizaru10+, Brown11+, Schrinner11+, Gastine12+

Robust: such solutions are nowadays obtained with many 
different methods/codes

Käpylä, Mantere & Brandenburg (2012), ApJ. Lett., 755, 22

Interpretations as to how the dynamo works 
varies from one group to another (!!??)



… to an amazing detail
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Multiple cycles, spontaneous irregular behavior producing 
grand minima-like epochs

Käpylä+2016, A&A, 598, A56 PENCIL-MILLENNIUM



Other major goal: explaining solar rotation profiles
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MDI GONG

Fast equator –
slow poles

Tachocline

Near-surface 
shear layer

Shape of the 
iso-contours

Rotation profiles 
of other stars



Challenge 1: anti-solar rotation with solar rotation 
rate
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Still a puzzle today: with solar 
rotation rate, ANTISOLAR 

rotation profiles

Solar

1.8 times Solar

Viviani+2018, A&A, 616, A160

Global convection 
dynamo models use 

increased rotation rates

Since Gilman (1977)
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Miesch et al. (2008), ApJ, 673, 557 Stein & Nordlund (2012), ApJL, 753, L13

Gizon & Birch (2012), PNAS, 109, 11896

”The convection conundrum”

Global models have too much power at large scales;  too high convective 
velocities - Possibly both observations and models are to be improved



Challenge 1 cntd.
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Even if solar like, many details are wrong

No tachocline



Observations: role of tachocline?
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Wright & Drake, 2016, 
Nature: solar + late-type 
stars sample, added with 
fully convective low-mass 
stars (red and orange 
filled circles)

Solar-like dynamos can emerge also in nature without tachoclines

Rotation increases



Challenge 1 cntd.
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Even anti-solar, many details are 
wrong

Too cylindrical iso-contours

No tachocline

Additional shear layer, the 
“nose”

Do the solar-like dynamo solutions 
arise due to wrong reasons? 

NSSL when stratification high enough, but 
does not agree with observations yet

Multicellular 
meridional 
circulation
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… GMCS disagree with stellar observations

Viviani+2018 A&A

P
BL

MF models

Steve 
approach
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Controversies at high Rm regime

Relaxing the tar star approximation

Solar parameters shall not be 
reached in the foreseeable future

The quest for 
finding asymptotics

Not found 
yet

Käpylä+2017, A&A, 599, A5 

SSD+LSD LSD
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Controversies at high Rm regime

Relaxing the tar star approximation

What is the role that SSD is 
interpreted to have at higher Rm?

So far nobody 
seems to know

Large-scale shear suppresses SSD

Large-scale shear enhances SSD

SSD suppresses large-scale shear

SSD suppresses large-scale dynamo

Käpylä+2017, A&A, 599, A5 

SSD drives large-scale dynamo

Vainshtein & Cattaneo 1992, 
ApJ, 393, 165

Tobias & Cattaneo 2013,
Nature, 497, 463

Squire & Bhattacharjee 2016, 
JPP, 82, 535820201

Singh+2017, ApJ, 850, L8?
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How to summarize this mess?

The models need to improved for sure

Appropriate theoretical 
framework required to 

accompany the modelling 
efforts

Some controversies are due to lack of proper 
understanding of the obs. data/modelling results

Numerical observations
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What is a suitable theoretical framework?

Analytical approaches:
• SOCA/FOSA
• ! approximation
• DIA
• … Numerical approaches:

• Imposed field method
• Correlation method
• Direct statistical simulation
• Test-field method
• …

Focus of this talk
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Test field method in its quasi-kinematic form

A&A proofs: manuscript no. paper

Table 1. Summary of Runs.

Run δR PrSGS PrM Ta[1010] Ra[107] Co Re

I 0 2.5 1 1.4 2.0 7.8 35
II 0 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.3 12 24
III 0.1 2 1 1.5 3.8 9.1 31
IV 0.1 2 1 1.5 2.8 9.5 30

Notes. The second to sixth columns show quantities that are input pa-
rameters to the models, whereas the quantities in the last two columns
are computed from the saturated states of the simulations.

and magnetic field evolution (Warnecke et al. 2014). Even a sim-
ulation with PrSGS = 1 shows no qualitative difference to Runs I
and IV (Käpylä et al. 2015). However, in Run II, both Prandtl
numbers are reduced to PrSGS = PrM = 0.5, which leads to a
different differential rotation profile and poleward migration in-
stead of equatorward migration of the magnetic field (Warnecke
et al. 2014). Beside the four MHD simulations, we also perform
corresponding hydrodynamic (HD) simulations, which are indi-
cated by ‘h’.

Throughout this paper, we will invoke the mean-field ap-
proach, within which we decompose quantities such as B into
mean and fluctuating parts, B and B′ = B − B, respectively. We
define the mean as the azimuthal (i.e., φ) average. However, of-
ten we will use additional temporal or spatial averages denoted
as ⟨.⟩c, with c = t, r, θ. Using this, we also define the merid-

ional distribution of the turbulent velocity u′rms(r, θ) = ⟨u′ 2⟩t
1/2

taking all velocity components into account. When presenting
the results, we often use a normalization for the transport co-
efficients motivated by the first-order-smoothing-approximation
(FOSA), employing α0 = u′rms/3 and ηt0 = τu

′ 2
rms/3 with an es-

timate of the convective turnover time τ = HpαMLT/u
′
rms, where

Hp = −(∂ ln p/∂r)−1 is the pressure scale height and αMLT is
the mixing length parameter chosen to 5/3. Note here, that these
normalization quantities depend on radius and latitude.

The results below are either presented as normalized quanti-
ties or in physical units by choosing a normalized rotation rate
Ω̃ =Ω0/Ω⊙=5, where Ω⊙ = 2.7 × 10−6 s−1 is the solar rotation
rate and assuming the density at the base of the convection zone
(r = 0.7R⊙) to have the solar value ρ = 200 kg m−3; see more
details and discussion about the relation of the chosen kind of
simulation to real stars in Käpylä et al. (2013, 2014), Warnecke
et al. (2014) and Käpylä et al. (2015). The simulations were per-
formed with the Pencil Code1, which uses a high-order finite dif-
ference method for solving the compressible equations of MHD.

3. Test-field method

3.1. Theoretical background

We consider the induction equation in the mean-field approach

∂B

∂t
= ∇ × (u × B + u′ × B′) − ∇ × η∇ × B, (1)

where

u′ × B′ = E (2)

1 http://github.com/pencil-code/

is the turbulent electromotive force arising from the correlation
of the fluctuating velocity and magnetic fields. Note that Equa-
tion (1) is an exact equation in MHD, where not any assumptions
have been made except that the average must obey the Reynolds
rules. At this stage, the azimuthal average does not require any
scale separation. The E can be expanded in terms of the mean
magnetic field B,

E = a · B + b · ∇B + . . . = Ea + Eb + . . . , (3)

where in the following we truncate the expansion after the first
order spatial derivatives of B and disregard any temporal deriva-
tives. This, however, does require scale separation, hence only
the effects of the magnetic field at the larger scales will be cap-
tured by this approach. Likewise, only for slowly varying mean
magnetic fields a proper representation of E by Eq. (3) can be ex-
pected. We emphasize that this is not a principal restriction and
that it has been relaxed in earlier applications of the test-field
method (Brandenburg 2008; Rheinhardt & Brandenburg 2012).
In Equation (3), a and b are tensors of rank two and three, re-
spectively. Dividing these, as well as the derivative tensor ∇B

into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts, we can rewrite Equa-
tion (3) as

E = α · B + γ × B − β · (∇ × B) − δ × (∇ × B) − κ · (∇B)(S ), (4)

where α is the symmetric part of a giving rise to the so-called α-
effect (Steenbeck et al. 1966), γi = −ϵi jka jk/2 characterizes the
anti-symmetric part of a and describes changes of the magnetic
field as it were frozen into the velocity γ (also: ‘turbulent pump-
ing’) (e.g. Ossendrijver et al. 2002), β is the symmetric part of
the rank two tensor acting upon ∇ × B, which characterizes the
turbulent diffusion, the vector δ quantifies its antisymmetric part
and enables what is known as the Rädler effect (Rädler 1969),
(∇B)(S ) is the symmetric part of the derivative tensor and κ is
a rank-three tensor, whose interpretation is still not fully under-
stood.

Calculating these transport coefficients will lead to an under-
standing which physical processes are responsible for the evo-
lution and generation of the mean magnetic field. The test-field
method (Schrinner et al. 2005, 2007, 2012) is one way to cal-
culate these coefficients from global dynamo simulations. For
computing E, we solve for the fluctuating magnetic field for a
chosen test field BT,

∂B′

∂t
= ∇×

!

u′ × BT + u × B′ + u′ × B′ − u′ × B′
"

−∇×η∇×B′.

(5)

This allows us then to calculate the E for every given BT by tak-
ing u and u′ from the global simulation. By choosing nine inde-
pendent vectorial test fields, we have sufficiently many realiza-
tions of Equation (3) to solve for all coefficients of Equation (4).
A detailed description and discussion, in particular for spherical
coordinates can be found in Schrinner et al. (2005, 2007).

The testfield method in the presented form is only valid in
the absence of a “primary magnetic turbulence”, that is, if the
magnetic fluctuations B′ vanish for B ≡ 0. However, for suffi-
ciently high magnetic Reynolds numbers a small-scale dynamo
may exist which creates magnetic fluctuations also in the ab-
sence of B. For the simulations considered, this cannot be ruled
out completely. We denote such fluctuations by B′0 and the cor-
responding velocity fluctuations by u′0 while those fluctuations
which vanish with the mean field shall be denoted by B′

B
and
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The effects of convection on the global dynamo are measured quantitatively

A&A proofs: manuscript no. paper
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B
and
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Excert enough suitable test fields BT to measure all the 

coefficients by solving the full equation for the magnetic fluctuations

alpha effect turb. pumping turb. diffusion shear-current & Rädler effects

Applicable for GMCS if: axisymmetric dynamo solutions; no strong magnetic 

fluctuations; no non-localities; no memory effects.

Schrinner+2005,2007,2011,2012; Rheinhardt & Brandenburg 2010, 2012

A&A proofs: manuscript no. paper
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Proof-of-concept chain in a simple system

“Dhruba dynamo”
Forced turbulence in a spherical shell

Produces an oscillatory, equatorward migrating dynamo wave
Low Reynolds numbers
No small-scale dynamo

Cool, but what about turbulent convection?

Warnecke (2018), A&A, 609, A51 ; Simo Tuomisto‘s Master thesis work
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TF to MF benchmark: solar-like solution

Warnecke (2018), A&A, 616, 72 

Käpylä, Mantere & Brandenburg (2012), ApJ. Lett., 755, 22

Quasi-kinematic TF method
Cycle length 5.2 yrs

Käpylä+(2016), A&A, 598, A56
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Reconstruction of the electromotive force?

Phase shifts and magnitude differences;
memory effects clearly at play; non-localities likely, too

Radial AzimuthalGMCS

TF reconstruc.

GMCS

TF reconstruc.

Scaled up by a factor of 3

[kGm/s]
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MF model with time-averaged TF coefficients

Slowly growing (kinematic) solution (hence “scaled” butterfly)
Matches surprisingly well with the GMCS topologically

Magnetic cycle period ~ 2.4 years.

La
tit

ud
e
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Inspecting the 
field evolution 
clearly verifies 

this!

Parker-Yoshimura dynamo wave?

Warnecke+(2014), ApJL, 796, L12 
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Systematic study as function of 
rotation rate; swap from solar to 

anti-solar differential rotation with 
somewhat lower than solar rot.

Viviani+(2018), A&A, 616, A160

What about more exotic, non-solar dynamos?
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What about more exotic, non-solar dynamos?
In this transition region, we recently found a cyclic dynamo solution

Mixture of a steady-in-time and cyclic dynamo modes

Viviani+(2019), submitted
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Reconstruction of the electromotive force?

Azimuthal reconstruction again shows phase shift 
and difference in magnitude

Viviani+(2019), submittedRadial Azimuthal

GMCS

TF reconstruc.

GMCS

TF reconstruc.
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MF model with time-averaged TF coefficients

Field topology 
well reproduced, 
but solutions are 

steady.

Scaling up the 
inductive (alpha) 
effect shows that 
there are various 
dynamo modes 

competing….

GMCS

MF
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MF model with time-averaged TF coefficients
Unscaled up by 10%

up by 30% up by 50%



Summary
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Quasi-kinematic TF 
surprisingly 

successful when 
applied to GMCS

Global 
magnetoconvection 

simulations: solar-like 
solutions arise for 

wrong reasons
Memory effects 
clearly present; 
non-localities 

surely present, too

STILL: They are 
laboratories to 
understand the 

dynamo mechanism(s)

Hubbard & Brandenburg (2009), 706:712
Rheinhardt & Brandenburg (2012)



Todo
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Non-axisymmetric 
dynamo solutions? 

Azimuthal averaging 
will not do…

Memory effects and 
non-localities: 

characterize and 
take into account in 

GMCS

Reynolds stresses 
and turbulent heat 

fluxes to be 
measured

Strong magnetic 
fluctuations caused by 
small-scale dynamo: 

non-linear TF (at 
works)

UniSDyn Towards stellar LES


